In the second week of July, the students of MKP College prepared a video presentation on the attire and dialects of Uttaranchal and of Karnataka. Students wore the traditional outfits themselves and have accompanied their looks with the respective dialect. The video provides a detailed comparative study of the dressing style and dialect of the two states. This entire task was carried out under the guidance & with the support of Dr. Jyotsana Sharma Ma'am.

Teacher Incharge: Dr. Jyotsana Sharma Ma'am.

Major Highlights

* Presentation of traditional dresses and jewellery associated with the two states
* Students provided voice-overs in the regional dialects of the states.

CAST

1) Karnataka
   * Lady #1 - Taniya Verma
   * Lady #2 - Shivani Pant
   * Voice Over - Shivani Thapa

2016
2) **Uttarakhand**
   * Lady #1 (Garhwali) - Khusboo Topal
   * Lady #2 (Kumaoni) - Mansi Chauhan
   * Lady #3 (Garhwali) - Malti Nautiyal
   * Lady #4 (Kumaoni) - Prity Bisht
   * Voice Over - Khusboo Topal

3) **Editor** - Gunjan Gurung

4) **Information and Research**
   * Aisha Pimoli
   * Isha Tanwar
   * Shivani Pant
   * Manorama Bhatt
   * Taniya Verma
   * Jyoti Rana
   * Shivangi Thapa
   * Urvashi Dhiman
   * Gunjan Gurung

*Reported by:*
* Bhavya Bisht*